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FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

FMS

with

SAFEGUARDING
FUEL ASSETS    

UNMATCHED SECURITY
      EFFICIENCY.and

TOTAL PROTECTION and
ADVANCED FUEL MANAGEMENT

TRUCKS | HEAVY MACHINERY | AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT.

MtrackFUEL is the ultimate solution for fleet owners and managers
seeking real-time control and management of fuel usage from fixed 
or mobile fuel bowsers. 
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KEY Features.

Experience the efficiency and reliability of MtrackFUEL, 

offering unmatched fuel management capabilities
without the need for additional calibrations.

MtrackFUEL is the ultimate solution for fleet owners and managers seeking real-time control and 

management of fuel usage from fixed or mobile fuel bowsers. With a comprehensive range of 

functionalities, MtrackFUEL ensures accurate, auditable, and automated fuel usage and 

dispensing reports, along with live data tracking.

Part of the Mtrack suite, MtrackFUEL addresses various operational challenges faced by commercial 

fleets, including asset tracking, activity monitoring, cost reduction, and supply chain management.

Real-Time Data: Enjoy live data transfer from the control box to the online platform, crucial for preventing

tampering and diesel theft, even during load shedding. Receive notifications for low fuel levels, enabling 

prompt fuel orders without delays.

Asset Fuel Management: Allocate unique tags to assets, ensuring precise tracking of fuel dispensing 

without manual input errors or fraud. Each transaction is automatically linked to the respective asset, 

providing clear visibility on fuel usage.

SARS Rebate Reports: Streamline the submission of rebate reports to SARS with captured data, eliminating 

disputes due to human intervention. Easily allocate fuel to different jobs when necessary.

Vehicle Data Capturing: Utilize the dedicated application for capturing vehicle odometer or engine hours, 

vehicle selection, and bowser identification. Access captured data within minutes for review and alerts.

Bank Fleet Card Integration: Seamlessly integrate Standard Bank Fleet Cards into the MtrackFUEL system, 

ensuring automatic capture of all fleet card transactions for detailed reporting.

Detailed Reports: Access accurate and automated reports displaying critical data such as activation date 

and time, authorized tag information, GPS position, fuel dispensed, pump activation duration, and 

transaction details.

Web-Based Front-End: Benefit from a user-friendly web-based reporting and system access 

accessible from anywhere, including mobile devices. Enjoy hassle-free editing of 

fuel transactions if errors occur.


